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black, concrete, coral craze, crimson fall,  
deep forte, freshwater, mint, new railroad, saltwater, 
spanish moss, summer sky, white

GDH175 | XS-XL 
GARMENT DYED 
YOUTH SHORT SLEEVE TEE

anchor slate, black, cayenne, concrete,  
coral craze, crimson fall, cypress green,  
deep forte, freshwater, horizon, lavender, mint,  
navy, purple plum raisin, saltwater, soothing blue,  
spanish moss, summer sky, summer squash, white

anchor slate, black, cayenne, concrete, crimson fall, 
cypress green, deep forte, freshwater,  
horizon, lavender, mint, navy, new railroad,  
purple plum raisin, saltwater, soothing blue,  
spanish moss, summer sky, white         

anchor slate, black, cactus, cayenne, concrete, 
coral craze, crimson fall, cypress green, deep forte, 
freshwater, frontier blue, horizon, lavender, mauve, 
mint, moss, nantucket red, navy, new railroad, 
purple plum raisin, saltwater, soothing blue, spanish 
moss, summer sky, summer squash, white

anchor slate, black, butterscotch, cactus,  
cayenne, clay, concrete, coral craze, cotton 
candy, crimson fall, cypress green, deep forte, 
faded fatigue, freshwater, frontier blue, honeydew, 
horizon, lavender, maroon, mauve, mint, moss, 
nantucket red, navy, new railroad, parchment,  
purple plum raisin, saltwater, soothing blue,  
spanish moss, summer sky, summer squash, white

GDH100 | XS-3XL 
GARMENT DYED 
SHORT SLEEVE TEE

anchor slate, black, cayenne, concrete, coral craze, 
cotton candy, crimson fall, cypress green, deep 
forte, freshwater, mauve, mint, nantucket red, new 
railroad, parchment, saltwater, soothing blue,  
spanish moss, summer squash, white

GDH400 | S-3XL 
GARMENT DYED 
CREW SWEATSHIRT

anchor slate, black, cayenne, concrete, coral craze, 
crimson fall, cypress green, deep forte, freshwater, 
mauve, mint, nantucket red, new railroad, 
parchment, saltwater, spanish moss,  
summer squash, white

GDH450 | S-3XL 
GARMENT DYED 
PULLOVER HOODIE

GDH300 | S-3XL 
GARMENT DYED 
TANK

GDH250 | S-3XL 
GARMENT DYED 
LONG SLEEVE POCKET TEE

GDH200 | S-3XL 
GARMENT DYED 
LONG SLEEVE TEE

anchor slate, black, cayenne, concrete,  
coral craze, crimson fall, cypress green, deep forte, 
freshwater, horizon, lavender, mint, navy, new 
railroad, purple plum raisin, saltwater, soothing blue, 
spanish moss, summer sky,  
summer squash, white

GDH150 | S-3XL 
GARMENT DYED 
SHORT SLEEVE POCKET TEE

coral craze, cypress green, deep forte, freshwater, 
mauve, mint, soothing blue, summer squash, white

GDH125 | XS-3XL 
GARMENT DYED 
SHORT SLEEVE V-NECK TEE

maroon MR
PMS 7645
NEW

black BK
PMS Black 6

crimson fall 6F 
PMS 1945

cotton candy SXE 
PMS 705 
NEW

frontier blue 1PR
PMS 7667 
NEW

honeydew HO
PMS 571 
NEW

horizon HF
PMS 2024

new railroad 66
PMS 433

parchment AN3D
PMS 7527 
NEW

spanish moss MQ
PMS 2460

mauve W8F
PMS 500
NEW

white WF

cayenne EN
PMS 195

clay 9G
PMS 2434 
NEW

butterscotch APDB
PMS 150 
NEW

cactus B33
PMS 5473 
NEW

cypress green 6I
PMS 5555

lavender LV
PMS 272

purple plum raisin 68
PMS 7657

summer sky 6S
PMS 2194

concrete 67
PMS 424

deep forte 6T
PMS 7683

mint 6K
PMS 7472

moss MS
PMS 2410 
NEW

saltwater WR
PMS 2138

summer squash 6H
PMS 2001

anchor slate 6R
PMS 2965

coral craze 6G 
PMS 709

freshwater WOC
PMS 2198

faded fatigue APEB
PMS 7530 
NEW

navy NY
PMS 282

soothing blue 6Q
PMS 657

nantucket red ACK 
PMS 7524
NEW
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